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The Working Writer’s Retreat is an intense critiquing weekend
with critique sessions, revision time, exercises, faculty panels,
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Enderle – Authors
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www.writersinkville.com

Sunday First Pages
Added Faculty:
Ty (Kristy) King
Junior Agent
Writer’s House

www.publishersmarketplace.
com/members/KristyKing

Special Guest:
Lynette Townsend
Jazzercise Instructor
on hand to help stretch
out the kinks

Early Bird Registration: $425

Early Bird Registration ends June 30
Non-Member Fee: Add $85 – includes 1 year of SCBWI membership
After June 30, the registration price goes up an extra $50.

Registration closes on Aug 4, 2012.

Bulletin Board.........................30
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Registration Form: lawwr.eventbrite.com
Space is limited at this very popular event, so reserve your spot early.
See more details on Page 10 of this issue.
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Transitions

“So is there a problem, or something they want really badly and can’t get?”
My daughter looks at me as if to say, why would we need that?
I try to see it from her perspective: We have the cast of stuffed animal
characters, each with its own silly voice. They’re sailing in a mattress pad ship
across the living room floor sea, on their way to visit the native inhabitants of
green-chair island.
That got us into a discussion of The Little Mermaid, and how there’s not much
of a story there if Ariel doesn’t want to go explore life on land. That having
a villain and conflict made the story more exciting. Otherwise, it would just
be a mermaid, swimming around.
It’s fascinating how on the one hand, we want our lives to be full of happy
days with friends on the beach. We tend to avoid conflict. But on the other
hand, in our stories, we want drama, action, excitement. We crave conflict,
and want our main characters to face challenges that force them to grow.
In my discussions with art directors about looking at illustrator portfolios,
the same point comes up again and again – they’re not looking for beautiful
postcard images, they’re looking for illustrations that tell story – visual
moments that convey emotion, and action, and conflict.
And editors urge writers to know what their characters want. Whether it’s
fiction or nonfiction, most compelling stories are about a character facing a
problem and how they deal (or don’t deal) with it.
Things change.
As an all-volunteer organization, our SCBWI-L.A. region faces change, too
– but happily for all of us it’s a day on a mattress pad ship, visiting friends on
a green-chair island.
Kite Tales is transitioning this issue, from the masterful helming by Managing
Editor Rilla Jaggia (who grew it into the remarkable Tri-Region
publication we’re all so proud of) to two new co-Managing Editors, Beth
Navarro and Maggie Grinnell. It’s exciting to see something so great
continue and grow.
(continued next page)
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Who’s Who at Kite Tales
KITE TALES is a newsletter published by the
L.A. Chapter of the Society of Children’s Book
Writers and Illustrators for the SCBWI TriRegions of Southern California. Information
published in KITE TALES does not constitute an
endorsement by SCBWI and/or SCBWI-L.A.
KITE TALES Editors

Maggie Grinnell and Beth Navarro
Managing Editors
walkingthruwords@yahoo.com, 		
kitetaleseditor@gmail.com
Sarah Laurenson & Lee Wind 			
SCBWI-L.A. Editors
Mary Ann Fraser, Cen Cal Editor, 805-581-1906
or MaryAFrase@aol.com
Francesca Rusackas & Q.L. Pearce,
Orange/Long Beach/Riverside/
San Bernardino Editors, 			
ZFRANCESCA@aol.com or
qlpearce@earthlink.net
KITE TALES Layout & Production
Sherrie Petersen,
solvangsherrie@gmail.com
Marcelle Greene, (on sick leave)
marcelle@greenepen.com
KITE TALES Proofreader
Jill Linden,
jillrlinden5@yahoo.com
KITE TALES Illustrator Liaison
Joan Charles, 			
jcdesign50@yahoo.com
KITE TALES Subscriptions
Mary Peterson, 			
mary@marypeterson.com
KITE TALES Ads
Maggie Grinnell, 		
walkingthruwords@yahoo.com

KITE TALES is free at http://www.scbwisocal.org/
htmls/kitetales.htm. Join the online mailing list
to receive Kite Tales announcements via e-mail
at http://groups.yahoo.com/group/KiteTales/.
Snail mail subscriptions (4 issues)
www.scbwisocal.org/htmls/ktform.htm
Submission Deadlines:
Spring - Jan. 15 for March 1 issue
Summer - April 15 for June 1 issue
Fall - July 15 for Sept. 1 issue
Winter - Oct. 15 for Dec. 1 issue
Send comments, articles, great news,
questions, etc. to Maggie Grinnell at
walkingthruwords@yahoo.com or Beth Navarro
at kitetaleseditor@gmail.com.

Rita Crayon Huang will be our new event photographer, taking over
from the amazing work of Joan Graham (our Staff Photographer for our
Writer’s Days and Illustrator’s Days for the past 20 years!)
And Candace Ryan is forging new ground as our region’s first-ever P.A.L.
(Published and Listed) Member Liaison, finding and organizing events and
opportunities for our published members.
It’s exciting to see our transitions build on the momentum of past
volunteers with the enthusiasm and vision of new volunteers, eager to
contribute.
So here’s to smooth transitions in our lives – and conflict within our
creative work!
Illustrate and Write On,
Lee Wind, co-Regional Advisor
SCBWI-L.A.

Toot Your Horn in Kite Tales!
For the benefit of booksellers and librarians, Kite Tales, twice
per year, lists new books written or illustrated by members.
Send us: ISBN#; Title by author, illustrator; Ages ? and up;
Genre and publisher; Author or book website. Is author
SCBWI member? Is illustrator SCBWI member?
Sorry, no self-published, print-on-demand or
subsidy/vanity press books.
E-mail Beth Navarro at:
kitetaleseditor@gmail.com

Columns - 500 words max
Features - 800 words max
Interviews - 1400 words max
Poetry - 150 words max
Critique Connections:
Contact Sheryl Scarborough at
mediasherpa@gmail.com.
Ads & Toot Your Horn: Follow instructions on
page 19 and 3 of this issue.

Kite Tales

The next Toot Your Horn will appear in the Fall Issue.

Next Deadline: July 15, 2012
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Hi everyone from Francesca and Q,

Save the Date: July 7, Calling all illustrators!
Come on out and join the SCBWI-OC/IE Illustrators.
Bring your creative style, talent, and portfolio! Join
author, illustrator, and SCBWI National Illustrator
Coordinator Priscilla Burris for an insider’s look at
creating an appealing portfolio and promo card. This
is a must-see workshop for those of you preparing
to bring a portfolio to the International SCBWI
Conference in August. Priscilla will share the many
tips that she has gleaned over the years running the
portfolio exhibit both in L.A. and New York City from
top art directors, editors, and agents. It’s the insider
sneak peek at how it’s all done. To attend, send an email
to burrisdraw@sbcglobal.net. Include your full name,
and say in the subject line: “Portfolio Workshop July
7.” An invitation to attend will be sent to you. Space is
limited. Visit Priscilla at: www.priscillaburris.com and
www.burrisdraw.blogspot.com.

W

We had a great time at the Agent’s Day 2012 in
Newport Beach the last weekend in March. The early
morning rain didn’t dampen anyone’s spirits as we
gathered to hear four agents and two local authors give
plenty of helpful tips.
Linda Pratt of Wernick and Pratt gave an
excellent talk touching on some of the most important
elements of writing for a young audience, including
craft and marketing. For example, she explained
that perfect characters are boring. She said that by
allowing a character to be flawed and imperfect they
become more interesting. Elena Mechlin of Pippin
Properties focused on the do’s and don’ts of query
writing. Her talk included tips about what works and
what doesn’t as well as plenty of examples of good and
not-so-good queries.

We have some good news to report from Editors’
Day 2011. Michael Mahin (our own Dr. Mike) made
a connection with Daniel Nayeri of Clarion Books at
Editors’ Day last year. Daniel passed Mike’s picture
book manuscript to Lynne Polvino and she loved it! The
book, tentatively titled Stalebread Charlie and the KidsWho
Invented Jazz, is under contract. We’re so thrilled for Dr.
Mike and we can’t wait to hear who’s going to be next.
Maybe it will be you!
(continued next page)

After lunch, the sun came out and we listened as
authors Sarah Lynn and Stacia Deutsch talked about the
importance of finding the right agent. Coincidentally
(or not), their perfect agent, Deborah Warren
of East West Literary, followed up with lots of
information for aspiring writers and illustrators. She
noted that writing a great book and finding a great
publisher took plenty of inspiration, perspiration,
persistence, and patience.

Editors’ Day
September 22, 2012

Abigail Samoun of Red Fox Literary is hard
at work establishing the new agency and she’s also
expecting a new baby! She gave us a very helpful
checklist to guide an author through the twelve
steps for getting a picture book manuscript ready for
submission. The importance of revision appeared on
the checklist more than once!

8:30am – 9:00am: Registration
9:00am – 4:30pm: Program
Titan Theater at
Cal State Fullerton
http://www.asi.fullerton.edu/tsu/map.asp
Titan Student Union Building
800 North State College Boulevard
Fullerton, CA 92831-3599

We ended the afternoon with a rousing Q and A
session and a huge tray of yummy brownies. Book talk
and chocolate…what could be better?
Kite Tales
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out on this fabulous event to connect with industry
professionals! For details visit www.scbwisocal.
org and click on the calendar, or email Francesca at
zfrancesca@aol.com and I’ll send you an invitation to
Editors’ Day.

Speaking of Editors’ Day – pencil us in for Editors’
Day 2012 on September 22, 2012. Join us in the
beautiful Titan Theater at Cal State Fullerton College.
If you love paranormal romance or a good scary
thriller, we have some amazing news about our 2012
Editors’ Day. Not only will we have four fabulous
editors, one of whom is the talented editorial director
of Charlesbridge, Yolanda LeRoy, but we are also
excited that author Chelsea Quinn Yarbro has
agreed to join us!

Please join me in
a big whoohoo to our
very own Q.
L. Pearce for
her picture
book Red Bird
Sings:The Story
of Zitkala-Sa,
Native American
Author, Musician
and Activist
(Carolrhoda Books), co-authored with the talented
Gina Capaldi. Q and Gina’s book received The 2012
Carter G. Woodson Book Award for the elementary
level grades K-6. Check out the beautiful book
trailer: www.youtube.com/watch?v=db4aQLSyKMg.
Congrats again to Q and Gina for a well deserved
award!

Ms.Yarbro is the creator of the heroic vampire, the
Count Saint-Germain.Yarbro’s Saint-Germain novels
are notable for laying the groundwork for the concept
of the romantic vampire and the1990’s upsurge of
“paranormal romance” and trans-genre “urban” fiction.
She is the first woman to be named a Living Legend by
the International Horror Guild and she was honored
in 2009 with a Bram Stoker Lifetime Achievement
Award by the Horror Writers Association. (The third
woman, after Joyce Carol Oates and Anne Rice, to be
so honored.)
This year, Ms.Yarbro is one of the six nominees for the
Bram Stoker Vampire Novel of the Century Award.
Stephen King and Anne Rice were among her fellow
nominees. Ms.Yarbro is an amazing speaker and she
is greatly respected as an author of the paranormal.
Perhaps Neil Gaiman said it best: “Before the world fell
in love with vampires, Chelsea Quinn Yarbro’s SaintGermain was the wisest, noblest, finest vampire of
them all. When all the fashionable vampires have been
staked and forgotten, I am certain that Saint-Germain
will still be walking through history, thrilling and
delighting those of us who love the dark fantastic.”

We are looking
forward to
meeting you
at an event
or schmooze.
Come on out
and join us!
Visit www.
Authors Q.L. Pearce and Gina Capaldi
scbwi.org and
with their award-winning book
click on the
OC/San Bernardino/Riverside Chapter of SCBWI for
upcoming events.

Editors’ Day will be packed with plenty of
opportunities including: manuscript critiques; dummy
critiques; editors and agents pitch sessions; lunch with
an editor, agent, or published author; portfolio display;
manuscript contest; portfolio contest and a Friday
night art exhibit with editors and agents. Don’t miss
Kite Tales

Cheers,
Francesca Rusackas – Regional Advisor
Q. L. Pearce – Assistant Regional Advisor
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Central-Coastal Regional News
from Mary Ann Fraser
MaryAFrase@aol.com

Capstone’s Message:
Shine a Light on What You Love
by Allison Crotzer Kimmel

K

Attendees noted that one of the most valuable parts of
Christine’s presentation came when she commented
on the actual cover letters they had brought that
day. All participants were encouraged beforehand to
come prepared with two copies of a cover letter, and
Christine was able to work through all anonymous
submissions, detailing why she would or would not
be interested in hiring the writer based on their
cover letter. She highlighted those who were able to
let her know their level of skill as a writer and their
areas of interest. In particular, those who seemed
knowledgeable about the type of material Capstone
publishes showed great promise.

Kern County’s chapter of SCBWI Central-Coastal
California held a workshop titled “How to Write for
Educational Publishers,” March 3, 2012, in Bakersfield.
Christine Peterson, Capstone Press’s managing editor,
treated 34 attendees to the inside scoop on writing
nonfiction for the educational publishing market.
Christine’s in-depth talk included a handout aimed
at increasing the viability of writers’ submission
packets, as well as two successful submission samples.
All participants were especially excited to receive
a complimentary book from Capstone’s diverse
catalogue after Christine’s presentation.

The “How to Write for Educational Publishers”
workshop was well received, with participants
walking away encouraged to write their cover
letters in a more personal way, thus building a more
successful submission packet. Christine Peterson’s
talk demystified the submission process and clarified
the educational publishing marketplace for workshops
attendees.

Educational
Publishers
Workshop
One of Christine’s key pieces of advice for those
submitting work to Capstone and any other educational
publisher was to shine a light on what the writer loves
and make that passion, coupled with the writer’s
skill, evident in the cover letter. Rather than pitching
a specific topic in the cover letter, Christine advised
attendees to use the cover letter space to describe their
areas of interest and expertise. As many project ideas
are generated in-house, Capstone would rather match a
writer with his or her interests when assigning projects
than read cover letters pitching specific manuscript
ideas.
Kite Tales

Grant Winners
Congratulations to summer grant winners Lori
Anaya of Port Hueneme for her chapter book,
Farther Than the Field, and to Karin Just of Ventura
for her middle grade novel, Lena Martinez:Time
Whisperer. We’re looking forward to seeing them
in August!
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Kathleen Duey’s SLO Workshop:
The Art & Craft of Novel Building
by Charlie Perryess

A

-Trust your characters and get the author out of the way.

Award-winning
writer and great
gal Kathleen Duey
AmTrak-ed her
way to San Luis
Obispo to spend a
day instructing and
inspiring nearly
twenty writers at
Kathleen Duey by RoxyanneYoung
the San Luis Obispo
Museum of Art. Those in attendance were fortunate.

Along with all her writerly advice, she offered
some commentary on life in general, including this
unattributed quote, “Of course your family knows how
to push your buttons; they installed them.”
This brief account pales in comparison to the
experience of spending a day with Kathleen Duey. Of
course, you had to be there.
“Chimp
Under the
Sea” by
Tammy
Carlson
Mediums:
Pastel on
paper and
computer

Kathleen’s teaching style is laid-back and interactive,
unhurried and organic. It was perfectly matched by
the setting of the art museum: paint-spattered tables,
natural lighting, a great vibe, and walls covered in
colorful works-in-progress. And somehow, within that
free-flowing format, she squeezed a couple of days’
worth of learning into several hours. Beneath that
easy-going nature is a very bright and driven writer
(otherwise she wouldn’t have countless fans and over
ninety books, among them a National Book Award
Finalist).

Featured Illustrator: Tammy Carlson
I am a self-taught artist and have been producing fine art for
20 years. I’ve been featured in American Artist Magazine
and won awards in The Artist’s Magazine’s competitions.
My work has been shown in The Pastel Society of America’s
“Pastel’s Only” exhibit and other local galleries.

Kathleen offered a steaming heap of inspiration and
information. Here’s a smattering:
- The first few pages should intrigue, invite, and engage,
as opposed to hook or grab.

Recently, I have shifted my artistic focus and am now
concentrating my work towards illustrating for children’s books.
I begin my illustrations by creating a fairly detailed
underpainting using pastels on paper. Once I’m satisfied
with this stage, I go to the computer! Using Adobe Photoshop,
I revise and strengthen the piece by adding elements and
tightening up the details that would be difficult to execute
using pastels alone.The combination of the two mediums helps
me achieve a finished piece that has a soft, painterly quality
with clean, fresh appeal.

- A Robert Cormier quote -- “Think of the story that
will start when the reader closes the book.”
- One of the writer’s strongest tools is punctuation,
including where to end a chapter.
- Think of story as what changes. Think of plot as what
happens.
Kite Tales
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A Poetry Challenge
Every month should be Poetry Month! Here’s a poetry
prompt for you. Try using these six words in a poem:
hole, friend, candle, ocean, snake, bucket (or scarecrow). If you
start rubbing those words together, doesn’t it create a
spark? You can, of course, use other words also, but the
challenge is to fit in all six of the selected words.

BOOK TALK ONLINE
Book Talk is a monthly book discussion group taking
place on the Central-Coastal California SCBWI
listserv. Discussions begin on the first of each month,
facilitated by Lynn Becker (lynnb@mac.com).
Readers may join in anytime during the month with
comments or questions about the featured book.
Book Talk is open to all members of the Southern
California SCBWI who are signed up for the regional
listserv. To become a member of the listserv, go to:
http://groups.yahoo.com/groups/SCBWI-CCal/

I AmWriting a Poem About . . . A Game of Poetry, edited by
Myra Cohn Livingston, McElderry Books, shows the
results of playing this word game; it’s something we
did in Myra’s master class at UCLA. It’s fascinating to
see how the same words can steer writers in so many
different directions. Where will they take you?
Spoiler Alert: Here’s my poem, a double cinquain,
using those six words—

JUNE
Inside Out and Back Again, by Thanhha Lai
Girl from Saigon moves to Alabama during the
Vietnam War, told in free verse—National Book
Award winner.

Celebration By-the-Sea
My friend
and I scoop out
a hole in the sand, a
bucket to capture our own small
ocean.

JULY
I Want My Hat Back, by Jon Klassen
Funny, subversive, appealingly original art and design.
AUGUST
Beauty Queens, by Libba Bray
Talk about funny and subversive--here it is,YA-style.

We build
a castle cake.
Water snakes through its halls.
Mud turrets rise and on top--one
candle.

SEPTEMBER
Redwoods, by Jason Chin
The text is nonfiction, but the illustrations take this
picture book to another place entirely.

© Joan Bransfield Graham
May your summer be filled with poetry, good friends,
and many celebrations!

OCTOBER
The Scorpio Races, by Maggie Stiefvater
Such a compelling setting and story, mythic feel, so
beautifully written.

Kite Tales

(Note from the editor: We’d love to have you share
your “challenge” poems on our SCBWI CentralCoastal Region’s Facebook page at www.facebook.com/
groups/142791029126815/ )
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Central-Coastal SCBWI

SAVE THE DATES

Barbara Bottner is Passionate about Picture
Books
by Lynn Becker

For registration information, go to

http://www.scbwicencal.org/events.shtml
July 29, 2012

On March 2, at the E. P. Foster Library in Ventura, acclaimed
author Barbara Bottner led an enlightening workshop which
focused on some unique ways to craft a strong story. Barbara
Bottner is the author of the picture book Bootsie Barker Bites!
along with many others. She also writes for adults and teaches.
She presented her ideas on fleshing out characters, which began
with compiling a long list of words to describe politicians on
the campaign trail. It turns out that this is a fun way to find
unflattering traits to foist on our antagonists or, in small doses,
to allow our main characters to overcome. She also encouraged
us to “young it down,” or to find a conflict we are familiar with
and then make it accessible to a picture book audience.
Bottner led a number of helpful writing exercises to illustrate
her points, and we learned quite a bit from sharing. In addition,
attendees were able to make connections for possible ongoing
critique groups, which can be an invaluable resource for both
writers and illustrators.
A well-attended critiquenic followed the workshop in the
afternoon. The day-long event was organized by Jody Fickes
Shapiro and Joan Bransfield Graham, SCBWI CenCal’s Ventura
County Coordinators.

Critiquenic
Simi Valley

September 8, 2012
Critiquenic
Bakersfield

September 16, 2012
SKETCHCRAWL
Santa Barbara

September 29, 2012

Workshop: Creative Bankruptcy in the Land of
Plenty: Managing your Time, Talent & Treasures
Instructor: Mary Hershey
Goleta

October 27, 2012

Writers’ Day
California Lutheran University

December 2, 2012
Holiday Party
Santa Barbara

January 18-20, 2013

Retreat
A Focus on Plot and Revision
with Martha Alderson, The Plot Whisperer

Got a New Book Coming Out?
Tell your publisher’s publicity person which state awards it’s eligible for. Go
to the Central Los Angeles Public Library downtown, to the Children’s Literature department. Ask
the librarian to help you pull up “Awards & Prizes from the Children’s Book Council.” The Library will
maintain the subscription only if it’s used. It’s the only resource of its kind! To look up each State
award individually, you would have to know the name of the award or sponsoring agency.

Kite Tales
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SCBWI-L.A. Working Writer’s Retreat: The Particulars
Plan to arrive onsite at noon. There is no lunch served on Friday.
However, there are snacks available all weekend.
40 writers are sorted into ten groups of four. Each group spends
one hour with each weekend faculty member – five hours total
critique time: 2 on Friday and 3 on Saturday. There are two panels
– one on revision and one on pitching your work - writing
exercises included. Lynette helps us stretch out the kinks and get
the blood moving. There is schmoozing at night with wine,
cheese, karaoke and chocolate (as well as other drinks and
snacks). The meals provided are Friday Dinner to Sunday
Breakfast. You can sit next to an editor or agent one time and a
new writing friend at another meal or however you choose to mix it up.
For those unfamiliar with the retreat, it’s not at a hotel. It’s a retreat center. The rooms do not have internet
access, telephones, or TV. There is a trail in the stand of woods and a duck pond which has seating around it. The
retreat center is walking distance to the intersection of Hayvenhurst and Ventura Blvd., which has a shopping
center, a grocery store, and a Starbucks.
We take over the entire campus. Ordinarily, I’d say it’s a very peaceful place to stay, but with our group of highly
creative types taking it over, it doesn’t stay quiet. The cost of the retreat includes the room (double occupancy)
and all of the meals as well as the critique groups, writing exercises, and the parties.
The retreat can be intense. It’s an excellent networking opportunity. There is time to polish your manuscript and
be ready to pitch at the Sunday First Pages Panel. Some of our local authors found publishing success through
this retreat. (Watch for upcoming interviews in a future edition of Kite Tales.)
Reading for an editor or agent is a chance to get your work heard and get immediate feedback.
A bit of research can help you choose what to read to each editor and agent if you’re hoping they will want to
read the rest. And remember, we have an extra faculty member coming to hear your log line and first 250 words
on Sunday.
There will be printers available on Saturday. A laptop is highly recommended.
Print out enough pages to pass around to all group members (5 total - including yourself). Except for short
manuscripts like picture books, there’s no need to bring an entire printed out manuscript. None of the faculty
will want to lug that home.
As much as possible, accommodations will be made for late arrivals on Friday. Advanced notice is required.
E-mail your request to: sarah.laurenson@gmail.com
Registration Form: http://lawwr.eventbrite.com

Kite Tales
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Go to www.scbwisocal.org/calendar.htm
for information on regional events.

SCBWI EVENT CALENDAR – Save These Dates!
MONTH

DATE

DAY

TYPE

REGION

DESCRIPTION

JUNE

2

Sat

EVENT

L.A.

Critiquenic

5

Tue

DEADLINE

INT’L

Summer Conference manuscript
consultation

7

Sat

EVENT

OC/IE

Summer SCBWI Portfolio and Promo
Cards Workshop

29

Sun

EVENT

CC

Critiquenic

AUGUST

3-6

Fri-Mon

EVENT

INT’L

SCBWI International Summer
Conference

SEPTEMBER

7-9

Fri-Sun

EVENT

L.A.

Working Writer’s Retreat

8

Sat

EVENT

CC

Critiquenic

16

Sun

EVENT

CC

Sketchcrawl

22

Sat

EVENT

OC/IE

Editor’s Day

29

Sat

EVENT

CC

The Writer/Artist, the Dreamer and
Me -- Workshop by Mary Hershey

1

Mon

DEADLINE

L.A.

Illustrator’s Day Contest

27

Sat

EVENT

CC

Writer’s Day

3

Sat

EVENT

L.A.

Illustrator’s Day

JULY

OCTOBER
NOVEMBER

www.secondsetofeyes.com

Critique Connections Online FREE
Longing for a critique group? Why not join Critique Connections Online? It’s open to SCBWI
members who reside in the Tri-Regions of Southern California. Critique Connections Online is not
an online critique group or a manuscript exchange; it is a way to link up with like-minded people to
allow you the possibility of creating your own critique group. Best of all, it’s free!
E-mail your request to critiqueconnect@yahoo.com. Questions can be addressed to the same e-mail.
Once you’ve joined the Yahoo! Group, you will be asked to provide information about yourself for a
database and for an introductory e-mail. Others in the group can then connect directly with you and
you with them.

Kite Tales
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SCBWI-L.A. WRITER’S DAY

SCBWI-L.A. Writer’s Days
Report: Day One
by Beth Navarro
Photos by Rita Crayon Huang

W

Dawn Knobbe
(right)

Writer’s Day, which has always been an inspirational,
informational, fantastic event, reached even new
heights this year. Instead of one day of wonderful-ness,
attendees had the option of having TWO! The first day
was filled with the wisdom of speakers and the second
with writing intensives.

LeeWardlaw
(below)

Los Angeles R.A.s Lee Wind and Sarah Laurenson
set the tone beautifully by inviting us all to participate
in a “storm” of clapping hands, snapping fingers, and
stomping
feet, getting
us ready for
the journey
the day had
in store for
us. They
reminded
us to keep
open to
inspiration,
craft,
learning
Sarah Laurenson and LeeWind
the business
of being
a writer, and community. The speakers were an
impressive bunch as usual.

Next was an amazing panel featuring Stacey Barney
(editor), Michael Bourret (agent), and Sara Wilson
Etienne (debut author), titled “Traditional Publishing
Case Study: Harbinger.” Sara (our very own SCBWI
success story!), Michael, and Stacey told us about

Lee Wardlaw, author of twenty-eight children’s
books, started the day with a hilarious and informative
talk about ten things she learned about being a
children’s book writer from her cat. From rejection
letters being like fur-balls (“Chuck ‘em up and move
on!”) to “Purr - do what you love,” her advice hit home
(and I’m not even a cat person).

Kite Tales

Dawne
Knobbe, award
winning author
and small press
publisher, taught
us how to “Bust
out of the Box”
and do creative
marketing, whether we were
published or not, both online and
off. “You must bring the same
creativity you use in your writing
into marketing yourself and your
work,” she said.

Stacey Barney, Michael Bourret, and SaraWilson Etienne
(continued next page)
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how Harbinger went from a ninety-page story with
barely any dialogue and one character to a wonderfully
rewritten piece and finished book in hand! Their
story was inspiring and thought provoking. I learned
that agents and editors are people too. (Who knew?)
They bonded over WonderWoman and Star Trek. (Who
wouldn’t?)

expert, informed us
about taxes, telling
us this is not the
place to be creative.
We couldn’t stop
smiling when Rilla
Jaggia, just retired
Managing Editor
Edie Pagliasotti and Claudia
of Kite Tales, was
Harrington announce the SASE
honored with the Sue
Award winner
Alexander Service
and Encouragement Award presented by former Los
Angeles regional advisors, Edie Pagliasotti and Claudia
Harrington. She is so deserving and will be very missed
here at Kite Tales. We are all so proud!

After a scrumptious lunch, Dystel & Goderich agent,
Michael Bourret gave us the inside scoop on how
to make an agent fall in love with your manuscript. He
gave tips on how to write a genuine, personal query
letter, talked about the different paths to get an agent,
and reminded us that in the end, it’s all about the work.
Putnam/Penguin editor, Stacey Barney, told us
about what she looks for in manuscripts: story, writing,
characterization, and voice. They must sing from word
one. Avoid the matter-of-fact. She read excerpts from
books she’s edited and we did a fun exercise to get
some hands-on experience in finding those four musthaves.

Debut author Sara Wilson Etienne spoke about
promotion from the author’s perspective.You mean
doing self-promotion can be creative and even... fun?
She explained how this was necessary these days. She
talked about how she is promoting Harbinger with a
book trailer, websites, and book blogs. Check out her
site: www.holbrookacademy.com.

In the concurrent
professional forum,
entertainment lawyer
Bonnie Berry LaMon
spoke about children’s
book agreements
reminding us: “Your
book is not just a book.”
Monica Haven, tax

To end a perfect day, prolific author Terri Farley told
us tales of her childhood as examples of the three P’s:
parents, peers, and perception. She said to look at the
stories in your life that come into your writing. “Find
whatever small piece of earth you stand on that nobody
else is on,” she said. “If you don’t write it, nobody will.”
Nutschell Windsor ended the day with the Writer’s Day
winners and Sarah and Lee, who ran this conference
seamlessly, left us with a feeling of family. SCBWI
really does take care of its own. We all left buzzing with
inspiration and community. And that was just day one.

Bonnie Berry LaMon

Beth Navarro is an author and co-editor of Kite Tales.
Her second picture book, Grambo, is available at www.
betherebedtimestories.com, www.bethnavarro.com.

Monica Haven
Kite Tales
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SCBWI-L.A. Writer’s Days
Report: Day Two

SCBWI-L.A. Writer’s Day 2012
Contest Winners

by Tiffani Barth
Photos by Rita Crayon Huang

This year,
SCBWI-L.A.
added a second
day of intensives
to their already
wonderful
Writer’s Day.
On Sunday,
April 22, editor Stacey Barney (left), agent Michael Bourret
(right), author Terri Farley, author Dawne Knobbe, and author
and school-visit wizard Alexis O’Neill held morning and
afternoon sessions on myriad topics ranging from revision and
pitching, to writing blocks and writing muses! Here is the
experience of one attendee.

Top row: Beth Navarro, DianneWhite, Ian Kezsbom,
Jo Ann Banks, Nancy O’Connor Second row: Lupe
Fernandez, Charlie Cohen, Rilla Jaggia, Anne Knowles
Photo: Rita Crayon Huang

Congregating
once again at
Clairbourn
School, we
met for
morning
coffee and a
brief welcome,
Alexis O’Neill addresses her class
and then split
into groups depending on which intensive we signed
up for. I was privileged to attend Terri Farley’s novelwriting session. Anyone able to write thirty-seven
novels in nine years was bound to have some useful tips
on what I most needed to learn: how to break through
mental blocks in writing. Still, I was experiencing some
pretty tough blocks and I questioned whether I could
expect one session to make a creative dent in them.
What followed was amazing.

PICTURE BOOK:
First Place—A Baaad Idea by Jo Ann Banks
Second Place—Moon Over Mouse by Dianne White
Honorable Mention—The Too Tight Tutu by Nancy
O’Connor
MIDDLE GRADE:
First Place—The Bridge by Anne Knowles
Second Place—A Pretty Good Book by Charlie Cohen
Honorable Mention— Attack of the Plant People by
Ian Kezsbom
YOUNG ADULT:
First Place—Abel by Beth Navarro
Second Place—Sandalwood & Stone by Rilla Jaggia
Honorable Mention—The Gamino Family History of
Flight by Lupe Fernandez

(continued next page)
Kite Tales
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And the SASE Goes to...
In order to write
the number of
books she has,
Terri’s imagination
is vast. To manage it,
she uses a method
called “clustering.”
Clustering should be
every writer’s secret Author Terri Farley
weapon and can
be learned in detail in Gabrielle Rico’s book, Writing
the NaturalWay. It is a brainstorming technique that
incorporates both right and left brain thinking, allowing
you to zone in on your problem and subconsciously
output solutions and new ideas. As Terri was describing
how it works, I was initially doubtful. How could
something that seemed so easy and disorganized yield
the results she claimed? But then she had us try it for
ourselves, and what I discovered completely changed
my perspective. In less than ten minutes of applying this
method, I had uncovered answers to major problems
in two of my manuscripts. Some of which I had spent
years questioning.

The Sue Alexander Service and Encouragement Award was
presented to Rilla Jaggia by Edie Pagliasotti and Claudia
Harrington on behalf of Sue Alexander.
In the words of Edie and Claudia:
Claudia/Edie: We’re baaaack!
Edie: Just kidding! How about that Sarah and Lee!
Claudia: You know what they say…nobody doesn’t like
Sarah Lee…(musical notes). Let’s give them a big hand!
Edie: Being able to present the SASE is a great
privilege for us since it embodies the true spirit of Sue
Alexander – dedicated service and encouragement to
members of SCBWI.
Claudia: This year’s recipient is no different.
Edie: Here’s a recap of just some of this person’s
contributions to SCBWI-L.A.:

At noon, we broke for lunch and while chatting with
other classmates, I was pleased to learn that many of
them had had similar breakthroughs. After lunch, we
hurried back to the elementary school classroom, like
eager nine-year-olds, ready to absorb part-two.

Edie: Offers quality management over a never-tiring
staff.
Claudia: And so patient.
Edie: Provides fascinating interviews of award-winning
authors and illustrators and well-respected editors and
agents.

Terri ended the session by noting that it is good to take
important moments from your past and use the feelings
associated with them in your writing. This can really
make your manuscript come to life. I left Writer’s
Days triumphant, wanting nothing more than to dive
back into my own novel with a reawakened sense of
creativity. Will I come back next year? You bet!

Claudia: And so patient.
Edie: Works patiently with regional advisors of the TriRegions.

Tiffani Barth is an active member of SCBWI. She writes
middle grade andYA fantasy and can be found on Twitter: @
Tiffbarth and Facebook: www.facebook.com/TiffaniBarth.
Kite Tales

Claudia: See? And, that’s no easy task!
(continued next page)
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Edie: Plans vacations around volunteer position.

In Rilla’s words:

Claudia: Are you kidding me?

I sit at my desk, polishing the crystal SASE award
that has my name on it—my name! It gleams at me,
reflecting images, memories of a fairy tale, where the
prince…rather, Edie and Claudia, handed me a crystal
slipper, I mean book, and told me it was mine.

Edie: That’s right! Plans vacations around volunteer
position.
Claudia: Gosh, we never did that.

As Claudia said, this is too good to be true—a
rewarding position and an award to boot!

Edie: Intimate knowledge of The
Chicago Manual of Style.

When Caroline Hatton entrusted me with our
Tri-Regions’ newsletter, Kite Tales, after her
astonishing stint of eight years as managing
editor, I could never have imagined what a
wondrous flight it would be.

Claudia: I lived in Chicago.
Edie: A great eye for detail.
Claudia: And so patient.

The people I have met—authors and
illustrators, agents and editors, historians and
poets, librarians and teachers.

Edie: Knowledge of the
children’s writing and illustrating
community, markets, and issues.
Claudia: Stop! Just stop! This
person is too good to be true!

Their generosity in contributing—time and
texts, wit and wisdom, images and ingenuity.

Rilla Jaggia, photo by
Rita Crayon Huang

Edie: Demonstrating expert skills and talent over
the years in her stewardship in making Kite Tales the
premier kid lit newsletter it is today.

The family I have found—in the Kite Tales Bunch, past
and present—proofreaders Joe and Jill, designers
Marcelle and Sherrie, editors Vicki, Bonnie, and Mary,
illustrator liaisons Mary and Joan, photographers Joan
and Rita, regional advisors Alexis, Fran, Q, Sarah, Lee,
most especially Edie and Claudia, and the fabulous
SCBWI-L.A. advisory board.

Claudia: Lastly, it’s taken two volunteers to fill her
enormously gigantic shoes as managing editor of Kite
Tales.

It may take a village to write a book, but it needs all
of the SCBWI Tri-Regions of Southern California—
YOU—to make Kite Tales soar.

Claudia/Edie: We are honored to present this year’s
Sue Alexander Service and Encouragement Award to:

Thank you!

Edie: Wait!!! There’s more…
Claudia: Are you kidding me?

And in case you were imagining this fairy tale to be
over—I’d like to introduce our new Kite Tales comanaging editors: Beth Navarro and Maggie Grinnell.
May the wind be ever fair beneath their wings.

RILLA JAGGIA.
Huge applause!!!!!!
Kite Tales
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SCBWI-L.A. Annual Scholarship
for Writers—Winner
Announcing the winner of the SCBWI-L.A. 8th Annual
Conference Scholarship Contest for L.A. Member
Writers.

lamp, it’s as
thick as Pi soup
out here.”

The contest—write a story, 200 words maximum,
inspired by the prompt picture. The prompt picture
was the winning illustration from the SCBWI L.A.
Annual Illustrators Conference Scholarship Contest: An
original illustrated book cover based on the “mashedup” title: “The Phantom Tollbooth of the Opera.”
The winner receives free tuition (including a
manuscript consultation) to either the 2012 Summer
Conference in Los Angeles or the 2013 Winter
Conference in New York City.

Soon they
reached the
runaway
Hours, now
so scrambled
that Six
followed One,
while Seven
paddled in
figure Eights.
Axel cast a
net over the
water only
to have it
return empty. The
Hours were getting
away from him.

The Winning Writer: Elizabeth Passarelli for Thick as
Pi Soup.
Congratulations Elizabeth!
THICK AS PI SOUP
Axel peered glumly into the dark waves. Watchdog
shook his head, tick-tocking with concern. A TimeFly
buzzed overhead, offering dire warnings. Axel’s first
day on the job and already he’d stopped eternity.

illustration

Watchdog sounded his alarm. Something was rising
from the sea, impossibly high. Axel looked up in
surprise, the net slipping from his fingers. Before him
was the legendary Clock Ness Monster!

He had only wanted to wipe a speck off the inside
of the Moon-Clock’s crystal cover, but the instant
he opened it, the Seconds swarmed him like eager
puppies and the Minutes cried out for attention. In the
distraction, the Hours slipped away, tumbling through
the night sky.

“Need some help?” it chimed.
IN THE JUDGE’S WORDS:
Why is Thick As Pi Soup our winner? This writer pulled
me into the setting, introduced me to characters, and
hinted at a mysterious plot in the first 32 words.
The scene was full of action, easy to envision, and
fleshed out with wildly original details. Puns were used
but did not distract.

“The Hours have fallen into the Sea of Sums! We
have to get them out before they start subtracting!”
Watchdog barked.
Tollboat grumbled when Axel and Watchdog jumped
aboard, his timbers groaning in protest. “Light my
Kite Tales

John Krause’s winning

And the ending made me laugh out loud. 	
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From Inspiration to Publication
by Sherry Shahan

N

Nearly everyone I talked to, including a clerk at the
grocery store, had hiked Mount Whitney in the Sierra
Nevada. At 14,491 feet, Whitney is the highest peak
in the contiguous U. S., with well-marked routes,
all of which have been tramped by various outdoor
enthusiasts.

muck from her mouth so she wouldn’t choke. Even
in the downpour, I saw smoke rising from her body. I
could smell her burning hair.
Fast Forward: Three women were airlifted off the
mountain by helicopter, flown to a nearby hospital,
examined, and released.

What made my attempt unique was the all-or-nothing,
one-day, 22-mile round-trip attack. According to
my calculations, our group would be in the oxygendeprived altitude from 16-18 hours. A little voice in my
head asked, “Are out of your mind?” Another one, the
louder, stupider one, said, “Sounds like a great story.
Go for it!”

A good story for a magazine? You bet. It could go in
several directions, including, “How I Survived My
Summer Vacation” (first-person account with colorful
anecdotes). But I knew
there was more here.
If I was going to turn
my experience into
a novel, I needed
a storyline that
transcended the
obvious surviving-inthe-wilderness angle.

Isn’t that part of the fun of being a writer? Taking risks,
then, if one survives, putting fingers to keyboards so
less adventurous souls can have a vicarious thrill?
I’ve sold articles about hiking a leech-infested rain
forest in Australia, driving an RV over Top-of-the-World
Highway with directionally challenged girlfriends, and
snorkeling with penguins in the Galapagos.

(continued next page)

So what made the Whitney hike unusual? What started
out as an article for a travel magazine morphed into a
200-hundred page novel, Death Mountain (Peachtree).
Alas, I’m getting ahead of myself.

Ice Island, a do-ordie adventure novel by
Sherry Shahan, set in
the Iditarod.

Halfway up a thigh-screaming switchback it began to
drizzle. What relief! Then came rain. I put my camera
and notepad away. Next came hail. And that’s when it
hit—a deadly electrical storm.

HerYA novel Purple
Daze.

As lightning flashed, I ducked inside my poncho
thinking, This is going to be an amazing story!
Then I saw one of my friends face-down in a river of
mud. Another woman had gotten to her first, digging
Kite Tales
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Not long ago, I had a serious encounter with coral
while in Hawaii to research surfing schools for a
magazine assignment. The wound developed into a
nasty infection that required surgery, stitches, and a
stout round of antibiotics. Hmmm, perhaps there’s a
larger story here?

Survival can also be a metaphor for emotional issues,
which challenge the protagonist on a deeper level than
merely digging for edible roots.
I spent the next twelve months dissecting middle-grade
and YA novels in the adventure genre (Gary Paulsen’s
Hatchet, Will Hobb’s Down River, etc.), researching
survival tips (how to read a topo map, light a campfire
with wet wood, treat drinking water to prevent
intestinal problems, construct a fish trap from twigs,
etc.), developing believable characters and an engaging
plot.
Several years ago, I went to Alaska as part of a press
junket to cover the 1,049 mile Iditarod Trail Sled Dog
Race. As a journalist, I was allowed to ride inside a
sled with experienced musher Linwood Fiedler for the
first part of the race. That’s how I learned about the Jr.
Iditarod, a two-day race for boys and girls between the
ages of 14 and 17.

Sherry Shahan has written more than 30 fiction and
nonfiction books for children, including adventures Ice Island
(Random House), Death Mountain (Peachtree), and Frozen
Stiff (Random House). When not traveling the world, she can
be found swinging around the dance floor in high heels.
www.SherryShahan.com

When Linwood invited me to stay with his family to
learn more about the sport, I jumped at the chance.
Photo-illustrated Dashing Through Snow:The Story of
the Jr. Iditarod (Mondo) was published two years later.
Following the end of the Iditarod in Nome, I joined
mushers (signing official race posters) and autographed
copies of Dashing Through the Snow.

To place an ad in KITE TALES:
Contact Maggie Grinnell at

Afterward, I flew to a small island in the Bering Sea.
I was startled by the sight of polar bear hides drying
on racks, and amused by children playing with large
chunks of ice, stacking them like blocks. I thought, one
of these days I’ll use these details in a novel.

walkingthruwords@yahoo.com

Ads must be submitted in .pdf or .jpg format
300 dpi preferred, black & white or color OK
Link to your website at no extra charge
Ad costs are for one calendar year
(4 issues) as follows:
Business card size: 3.5”w x 2”h = $30
1/4 page: 3.5”w x 3.75”h = $60
1/2 page: 7”w x 3.75”h = $90
Full page: 7”w x 8”h = $120

Ice Island (Random House/Delacorte Press) is a door-die adventure set in this unforgiving environment. I
took what I’d learned about dog mushing and created a
pair of teens training for a dog sled race. When a freak
blizzard hits, they must rely on each other—as well as
their faithful huskies—to survive subzero temperatures
and bone-numbing exhaustion.
Kite Tales

Make checks payable to: SCBWI-L.A.
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Another Path to Publishing:
Write for Hire

by Stacia Deutsch

M

Most writers dream of having one book on the
bookshelf, not fifty or a hundred. We work on the same
story for years, hoping that we will someday have our
manuscript sold to an editor. Maybe that same editor
will ask us to write a second story….

Over the years, I have forged my way down a number
of hire work pathways, for a variety of audience ages in
both fiction and nonfiction.
I enjoy working with different
editors at different houses. I love
being connected to long-established
characters or building my own
stories off someone else’s concept.
I like being paid upfront and
knowing a book is going to be
Cloudy with
published. As a single mother,
a Chance of
Meatballs-b
hire work rarely necessitates
ook cover
tours. I’ve been on the New York
Times Best Seller list twice for movie tie-in novels.

I started my writing career with an original chapter
book series that sold to Simon and Schuster. Even after
I had eight titles on the shelves, I was struggling to find
my groove with another fresh idea.
While the rejections piled up, I noticed an
advertisement in the back of a writer’s magazine. It said
simply: Writers Needed. Strawberry Shortcake
Stories for Young Readers. Experience
Necessary.

For me the list of benefits is endless, but hire work isn’t
for everyone.

Wow! I’d read a million Strawberry Shortcake stories to
my children (at least it felt like a million).Where did I
sign up?

• The pay is generally low, and without royalties;
even if you sell a million books, you won’t see a
million dollars.

When I contacted the publisher, I quickly realized that
there was a whole writing world out there that I’d
never “experienced.”

• Your name might not be on the book jacket. I’ve
been Carolyn Keene, Gertrude Chandler Warner,
and Annie Bryant. On some works, I’ve had my
name printed so small it takes a magnifying glass
to see that I am there at all.

I’d been taking the traditional
approach to writing and selling my
own work for so long, I had no
clue that there was another side of
publishing: one where the books
are sold first, the writing comes
second, and the books are out
on the shelves within months.
This is the universe of “write for
e PastBlast to th
hire.”
book cover
Kite Tales

• Deadlines are tight.
• Revisions come fast and can be extensive.
And yet, for me, the benefits are far greater than the
shortcomings.
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My break into hire work was a lucky one.
The editor at Simon and Schuster who had
acquired my original series turned my name
over to the editor who was working on Nancy
Drew books for young readers. When I was
asked if I wanted to write a mystery, I said
“Yes,” even though now I will admit, I hadn’t
a clue how to begin.

them in-house to sell to a publisher.You’d
be surprised at the titles that come from
packaging houses. Harold Underdown’s
Purple Crayon website has a great
description of what to expect and some
contact resources: www.underdown.
org/packaging.htm.
Breaking into anything new is never easy,
but if write for hire is something you’d
like to do, the hours are worth the effort.

Four books later, I knew how to write a
Mean Ghouls –book cover
mystery. And I knew how to navigate the
world of hire work. They key to it all really is
“Experience Necessary.” So unless you get lucky and
Between hire work, and my own original properties, I
have an editor ask you to write a project, here’s how to
am a busy working writer. The write for hire universe
get the experience and build a write for hire resume:
is huge and vast. Fifty books later, I’ve barely scratched
the surface of what I want to accomplish.
1) Identify what kind of writing you like to do.
Fiction? Nonfiction? What age is your best
I love what I do and hey, I’d still like to write for
audience? This will clarify where you want to
Strawberry Shortcake. I believe I finally have the
send résumés and what kind of work will keep
“Experience Necessary.”
you interested and happy. Nonfiction is a terrific
place to start. If you are good with facts, look for
Stacia Deutsch is a member of the
educational publishers online and send them your
International Association of Media Tie-in
résumé.
Writers and the author of more than fifty
children’s books, both original and write for
hire. Stacia has been on the New York Times
Best Seller list for the movie novelizations
If write for hire is something you’d like
of Cloudy with a Chance of Meatballs and
to do, the hours are worth the effort.
The Smurfs. Look for her newest releases Mean Ghouls from
Scholastic and Batman: The Dark Knight Rises Movie
Novel from Harper Collins, both to be released in spring,
2) Network and make contacts. Target your queries
2012. www.staciadeutsch.com
carefully. Meet editors at conferences. Go to book
festivals, check the spines of your favorite books,
and again, send resumes. Even if you have an
agent, get out there and do footwork for yourself.
Always submit auditions and send writing samples
if asked.You might not get that job, but there will
always be another project around the corner.
3) Book packagers. A packager creates books either
at the request of a publishing house, or develops
Kite Tales
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A Recipe for Nonsense

by Denise Doyen

T

There is one beloved stanza from the pages of nonsense
literature that almost every adult and child-over-five I
know delights in quoting from memory. Ready? Here
goes:
“The time has come,” the Walrus said,
“To talk of many things:
Of shoes — and ships — and sealing-wax —
Of cabbages — and kings —
And why the sea is boiling hot —
And whether pigs have wings.”
Like me, you probably quoted it as a kid with no idea
what “sealing wax” was. I thought it was “ceiling wax.”
No matter: I loved the images, the alliteration, and
cadence, the contradictions and, especially, the whimsy.
Lewis Carroll’s oft-quoted stanza—plucked from his
poem about two unusual charlatans—speaks to the
inner nonsense poet in all of us. This seems a perfect
place to start a discussion on nonsense.

Most of the nonsense poems we know and love have
not only a comprehensible storyline but also a scenic
venue that shines through to even the youngest reader.
The Owl & The Pussycat was a love story set at sea long
before Titanic. A century’s worth of illustrations of
the nursery rhyme Hey, Diddle, Diddle reveal an artful
consensus that it’s a festive animal party, at night—
usually in a pasture, sometimes a parlor, but always a
nighttime party. The most famous nonsense poem of
all, Jabberwocky, is universally understood to be a heroic
adventure in the woods. Despite slithey toves and mimsy
borogoves, children get the uneasy mood and the basic
plot: As Alice tells Humpty Dumpty, “It seems very pretty,”
she said when she had finished it,“but it’s rather hard to
understand! ...Somehow it seems to fill my head with ideas—
only I don’t exactly know what they are! However, somebody
killed something: that’s clear, at any rate.”

The most important thing that I can share with you
about composing a nonsense poem is that—despite
the meaninglessness implied by “nonsense”—good
nonsense poetry is actually about something. There
is a story, a tone, a mood, and perhaps even a moral
slipped in with the silliness. TheWalrus and the Carpenter
is a parable about con-men, the gullibility of their
victims, and an act of cold-hearted betrayal; by the end
“they’d eaten every one.” Carroll uses the sealing-wax
verse as a stand-in for “the spiel” that artful con-men
use to distract their mark. I believe that is why he
made that stanza so exquisitely tasty. It’s not nonsense
for nonsense’s sake; no, the stunning language, the
oppositional images are meant to be at once appealing
and confusing – to distract the little oysters from
comprehending their sad fate until it is too late.
Nonsense is not an arbitrary poetic mode – it plays a
key role in the charlatans’ game.
Kite Tales
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its major ingredient is defined-words-in-a-normalsentence. Instead, you write a “senseless” poem, making
clever, careful use of the usual poetic tools plus a few
added binders.

So, if the authors of such works use made-up words
in confusing combinations how do they get the story
across?
They do it by putting a poet’s usual tools to the
ultimate challenge—using cadence, alliteration,
assonance, imagery, personification, irony,
onomatopoeia, etc. pushed to their limits, and past, to
convey meaning—without the benefit of defined words
or the support of normal sentences. For example:

Typical binders in nonsense poetry are whimsy and a
strict adherence to the underlying logic of the world
you have created—however absurd. I’ll assume that
those of you serious about nonsense poetry are drawn
to whimsy and are naturally whimsical. So, let’s jump
to adherence to logic. Theodore Geisel/Dr. Seuss used
the phrase “logical insanity” to describe the process.
• From “Jabberwocky”: Came whiffling through the tulgey
In a 1959 LIFE magazine
wood, and The vorpal blade
interview, he explained, “If
went snicker-snack!
I start with a two-headed
• From Lear’s “The Quangle
Flourless baking and senseless poetry
animal I must never waver
Wangle’s Hat”: With ribbons
leave
you
with
a
rich,
dense
product
from that concept. There
and bibbons on every side.
must be two hats in the
• From Shel Siverstein’s
best consumed in small bites.
closet, two toothbrushes in
“Not Me”: The Slithergadee
the bathroom and two sets
has crawled out of the sea.
of spectacles on the night table. Then my readers will
• From my own nonsense adventure, “Once Upon
accept the poor fellow without hesitation, and so will I.”
a Twice”: he scritchscrambled in a log, and the elder
mouncelors whispercroon a tune.
And finally, to complete our recipe: paradoxes, puns, or
oxymorons are useful spices that often provide an extra
Interestingly, two figurative tools in the poet’s kit—
pinch of nonsense:
metaphors and similes—tend to fall away in nonsense
poetry, because the condensed “nonsensical” words
serve as verb-less metaphors or similes. Here, nonsense
• From Lear’s “The Jumblies”: They went to sea in a sieve,
they did,
poets use tools specific to the form: neologisms (new
made-up words) or portmanteaus (words melded anew
• Seuss’s “I Can Read with My Eyes Shut”: I can read
from evocative scraps of known words). Instead of
Mississippi with my eyes shut tight,
writing, “the dew was shining like a jewel,” one drops
• Jack Prelutsky’s “I Lost My Invisible Puppy”: She chased
the simile “was shining like a” and condenses that poetic
undetectable sticks.
image into a portmanteau: “shining dewels” (Once Upon
a Twice).
Flourless baking and senseless poetry leave you with
a rich, dense product best consumed in small bites.
How might a poet, new to the nonsense form, think
Nonsense poems require several read-throughs to
about the process? A culinary analogy comes to mind:
savor their oddities and humor and to glean personal
1.You want to bake a cake; its major ingredient is flour.
meaning. Children will—like Alice—enjoy the
Instead, you decide to bake a flourless cake, making
wordplay, evocative sounds, and overall sweep of the
clever, careful use of the rest of the usual ingredients
plus a few added binders. 2.You want to tell a story;
(continued next page)
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story, especially when accompanied by illustrations.
Young children spend every day happily figuring out the
meaning of things; for them, conjuring what-they-will
from a nonsense verse can be a special treat.

Denise Doyen’s nonsense adventure Once Upon a Twice
(Random House Children’s Books, illustrated by Barry Moser)
debuted to starred reviews, was a Junior Library Guild selection,
included in Kirkus’ “Best Children’s Books of 2009” and won
the “E.B.White Read Aloud Honor” in
2010, and her next poetic outing, The
Pomegranate Witch (ditto Random
House/Barry Moser) arrives in Fall,
2013. Denise lives with her husband, two
sons, and cat Zeek in Pacific Palisades—
where they kindly put up with her
nonsense. www.denisedoyen.com

I hope this gives those of you who are contemplating
“committing nonsense” an idea of where to enter the
tulgey woods and how you might galumph your way
through. Just goofiddle with the recipe and have a
frabjous time!

http://inkygirl.com
Kite Tales
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P.A.L. Liason

A

Candace Ryan

As the SCBWI-L.A. P.A.L. (Published and Listed)
member liaison, I primarily seek and develop
opportunities for traditionally-published authors and
illustrators to promote their books. For example, I
coordinated P.A.L. participation in the 10th Annual West
Hollywood Book Fair, arranging for our members to
appear on-stage and having books sold on their behalf
through on-site vendors. I also helped organize a major
“Read Across America” event at the Redlands Barnes &
Noble, which featured 13 P.A.L. members (including
one author from the Western Washington region!).

One of the most fun aspects of being the P.A.L.
member liaison is that I have the complete freedom to
make up the position as I go, since I am the first one
from our region to have served in this capacity. Don’t
get me wrong, that freedom doesn’t come without
a bit of trepidation, but I’ve been fortunate enough
to have a strong, intuitive compass guiding me. And I
calibrate that compass everyday on my 27-mile bike
rides along the L.A. River. That’s where the idea came
to me to organize free, author Skype-visits to schools
and libraries in celebration of YALSA’s Teen Tech Week,
which was a rewarding way to extend our region’s
P.A.L. reach nationwide.

In addition, I create
programming with the specific
needs and interests of our
During the parts of my day
published members in mind.
when I’m not volunteering for
With the generous cooperation
SCBWI, I play with words and
of Vroman’s Bookstore in
hope they become picture books.
Pasadena, I organized publisher’s
I’m thrilled to have recently
sales rep meetings for Scholastic
welcomed my third book into
and Penguin authors and
the world, Moo Hoo (Walker/
illustrators. In these small,
Bloomsbury). It happily joins
focused meetings, P.A.L.
its two siblings, Ribbit Rabbit
members had the opportunity to
(Walker/Bloomsbury) and Animal
Candace Ryan with Merrily Kutner
engage with important advocates
House (Walker/Bloomsbury). My
for their books— the oft-overlooked publisher’s sales
amazing agent, Rubin Pfeffer, also recently sold my
representative.
fourth picture book to Disney-Hyperion--on Leap Day
of all days! Yes, I do feel I lead a magical life.
As I continue networking with the entire kidlit
community of Southern California on behalf of our
I’ve been in my position for less than a year now, but I
P.A.L. members, new and exciting opportunities
feel very inspired and encouraged by the support and
emerge for me to help connect authors and illustrators
feedback I’ve received from not only the SCBWI family,
with young readers. I’ve been receiving a growing
but also from the Southern California kidlit community
number of requests from schools in search of authors
at large. I’m eager to continue introducing new
and illustrators for book fairs and literacy celebrations.
opportunities and experiences for our P.A.L. members,
I particularly enjoy plugging large numbers of our
and I welcome and invite any ideas/comments/
members into these kinds of events— it becomes one
suggestions to improve overall services for our P.A.L.
big book party and everyone benefits.
membership. Please email me at: thisiscandaceryan@
gmail.com or visit me at www.candaceryanbooks.com/.
Kite Tales
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NEWS FROM THE INTERNET

The Art of the Video Blog

W

When I was first approached to
be part of a vlogging group back
in 2009, the first thing I said was,
“Yes!” The second thing I said was,
“What’s a vlog?”
Video blogs, or vlogs, were
completely foreign to me. To be
honest, I’d only been maintaining a
professional blog for a little over a
year, was relatively new to Twitter,
and I didn’t own a camera.
Technologically savvy, I was not.
Naïve and/or fearless, I jumped
into the vlogging fray with the
YARebels. And I’m so glad I did.
I’ve found a tremendous sense of
connection to fans and viewers,
and I’ve heard again and again,
“You’re just like I thought you’d be
from watching your vlogs.” That
always makes me smile. I truly
believe their sense of connection
comes from actually hearing my
voice and watching me prattle
away on my vlogs. People feel like
they know me.
Vlogging can be intimidating. The
first time I watched playback of
one of my vlogs, I was horrified.
I sounded slow, I hated the way
I looked and I rambled. After
some trial and error, I managed to
piece together a decent vlog. Then
another. Then another. Now, it’s
old hat. And I really, really enjoy it.

Kite Tales

by Gretchen McNeil

Interested in vlogging? Here are
some easy steps to get started!
1. The Camera
I went with a Flip cam – relatively
inexpensive and ridiculously easy
to use – but several of my fellow
YARebels use the built in camera
on their laptops and even their cell
phones. I think the key is a camera
that works with both natural and
artificial light, that doesn’t wash
you out too much, and has a builtin microphone. Don’t be afraid to
waltz into your local electronics
store and try some out!
2. The Location
Find the perfect setting. My
preferred spot is at my diningroom table. I have mounted box
frames of both of my book covers
on the wall behind me, and the
table itself hides the “problem
areas” of my body. Also, there’s a
lot of natural light, which is more
flattering than the harsh overheads.
3. The Content
With the YARebels, we have
weekly topics, which help me
focus my vlog. I usually aim for 3-4
minutes talk-time – viewers tend
to lose interest with longer vlogs
– and I approach my vlogs like I’m
writing an essay: introduction,
main body, conclusion.
Organization is key, or else I find
myself rambling.
26

4. The Edit
Most computers come with video
editing software. I use Microsoft
Windows Movie Maker, and I
found the learning curve to be
pretty short. Editing is kind of like
finding your character voice.You
can use captions, cutaways, music
(common license), images, thought
bubbles, you name it! Funny or
serious, the way you edit your vlog
can enhance your voice and your
themes.
And that’s it! Upload to YouTube,
embed a link on your blog, plaster
links on Twitter and Facebook, and
you’re off! Happy Vlogging.
www.youtube.com/yarebels

Gretchen McNeil is an opera singer,
writer, and clown who currently sings
with the LA-based circus troupe Cirque
Berzerk. HerYA horror/paranormal
Possess debuted with Balzer +
Bray for HarperCollins in 2011
and her second novel, Ten, will be
released September 18, 2012. www.
gretchenmcneil.com
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M

Most people
either decide
to be a stay-athome parent
or a working
parent. This
makes sense
since each is
a full-time
commitment.
But chances are
if you’re reading
this, you’re one
of those nutty
artistic types who decide to do both! I completely
understand. I’m one of those nutty artistic types too,
and I have some survival tips to help you stay sane and
get the most out of your creative life!

Illustrator Mamas &
Papas: A Survival Guide
by Jane Smith

(left) Let’s learn our ABCs poster.
(above) That’s a big apple!

•
•

Team up with other illustrator mamas and papas
and trade off babysitting each other’s kids with
work time.
Get your spouse involved.

2) Ditch the Guilt and Be Good to Yourself
We love our kids. But we’re more fully present with
them when we nurture our creative selves. This means

1) Get Consistent, Reliable Help
Seriously! There simply isn’t enough time and energy
in the day to be both a stay-at-home parent and a
working parent without help. But “help” has to come
in a form that works for you and your individual
circumstances, and it must be consistent and
reliable. Remember, the point here is not
necessarily frequency; it’s that you know when
you’re going to work. As long as you are making
artwork on a regular basis, you are making
forward progress, and thus, maintaining your
sanity.

(continued next page)

Here’re some ideas on how to secure that muchneeded studio time:
• Enlist local relatives to watch your kids.
• Hire a part-time nanny or babysitter.
• Check out day-care options near your home.
Kite Tales
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4) Stay Connected
Being either a stay-at-home parent or a freelance
illustrator can on its own feel lonely. Certainly, when
you are both it’s all too easy to feel disconnected. But
the best way to get past that feeling is to actually stay
connected to a community of artists. If you already had
a critique group before becoming a parent, keep up
with it. If not, start a new one
with other illustrator mamas
and papas. Or venture out to a
local SCBWI schmooze meeting
or conference. And don’t forget
about social networking. Sharing
your artwork with others via
Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn
can be very satisfying.

Babybug Magazine Cover © March 2012

you’ve got to ditch the guilt! It’s okay to
prioritize time for yourself to live the life
of the artist you are, as well as to take
care of your own basic needs.

5) Let Go
Lastly, remember Super Woman
is a fictional character. She doesn’t
really exist. We can’t really do it all,
which doesn’t have to be disheartening. You just have
to make peace with the fact that something always has
to give. If you’re doing your mama/papa thing and
your illustrator thing, then you’re going to have to
let go of something else. Maybe your house is always
messy or you order a lot of take-out. Whatever it is
for you, it’s all right.You just have to let go and be the
fabulous Illustrator Mama/Papa that you are.

On the go! Burble, burb
le!

Everything else works better when you find a way to
make art, eat well, sleep enough, and exercise. Now,
when you spend the majority of your day taking care of
everyone else, it may seem like an impossible task. But
it’ll definitely be worth every bit of effort!
3) Be Flexible In the Moment
This is the cornerstone of a happy parent-child
relationship and of a happy home-work life balance.
We all discover quickly that parenthood is a constantly
changing adventure. Being flexible in the moment
means riding out the times when what has been
working for you suddenly stops as well as being open to
those surprise gifts of time you will stumble upon.

Jane Smith is an Illustrator
Mama. Her artwork has
appeared in numerous
publications for children,
including Babybug
Magazine, and she has
designed more than 30
children’s books.Visit Jane’s
artwork at www.superjane.
com or www.birdmeetsworm.
blogspot.com.

Take note here: Those surprise gifts of time may not be
guaranteed, but you should maximize them! I’m talking
about nap time, evenings when everyone else is asleep,
nights when your spouse gets home early, days when
the nanny can stay an extra hour, etc. Use this time to
your advantage. It can really make a difference!
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Jennifer Gray Olson
As far back as she can remember, Jennifer
Gray Olson loved to draw. A painfully shy
child, art was one of the first ways she was
able to connect with other people. When she
was young, she used her artwork as a way to start conversations without all
the awkwardness of actually talking.
This love of art carried through high school and on to college where she
graduated in 2003 from California State University, Fullerton, with a BA
in art education. After graduating, she realized rather quickly that teaching
was not her calling. She wanted to draw for a living. Four years and two kids
later, in 2007, she decided to go for it. She accepted a contract to illustrate
a chapter book entitled Inside Guide
to Harry Potter released by the
Japanese publisher Eigotown.
With the support of her family, and the guidance of her amazing critique
group, Jennifer has been able to pursue her dream of becoming a
successful illustrator. Over the past few years, she has illustrated a handful
of educational books for publishers Wireless Generation and Genius
Publishing. She also illustrated Hank by author Ron Ovadia and was a
regular contributor to the Los Angeles Times Kid’s Reading Room. She is
currently working on her own picture book entitled Umbrella, which she
hopes to have completed to dummy stage before the SCBWI Summer
Conference in Los Angeles. She’s super excited to be collaborating on an
app book with author Todd Kessler, creator of Blue’s Clues.
In addition to illustrating, Jennifer is the co-coordinator for the SCBWI
OC /Riverside/San Bernardino County illustrator’s schmooze. Jennifer lives in Corona, California with her
husband, two boys and baby girl. To see more of her work visit her website at www.jennifergrayolson.com.
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Bulletin Board
Great News

2012 SCBWI Crystal Kite Award Winner (CA/HI)
2012 CCBC Choices
2012 named the Bank Street College of Education/
Children’s Book Committee Best Books of
2012. AND it was “starred,” meaning of
“outstanding merit!”
2013 Rhode Island Reader’s Choice Award Nominee
2013 Chickadee (Maine) Reader’s Choice Award
Nominee
2013 Beehive (Utah) Reader’s Choice Award Nominee
2013 Pennsylvania Reader’s Choice Award Nominee
2013 International School Librarians - Red Dot
Children’s Choice Award Nominee (Singapore)
www.leewardlaw.com

Jo Ann Banks’ “Hogs That Help” appeared in the
April/May issue of Boy’s Quest Magazine.
Stephanie Jacob Gordon and Judith Ross
Enderle were awarded a Pewter Plate for their story
“Surprise” published in Highlights High Five Magazine.
Sanjay Nambiar’s Maybe (A Little Zen for Little Ones),
Umiya Publishing, won a Mom’s Choice Awards Silver
Medal. www.alittlezen.com
Joanne Rocklin’s middle grade novel, One Day and
One Amazing Morning on Orange Street, was awarded the
California Library Association’s John and Patricia Beatty
Award which honors the author of a distinguished
book for children or young adults that best promotes
an awareness of California and its people. Her newest
novel, The Five Lives of Our Cat Zook, recently received a
starred review from Booklist. www.joannerocklin.com

Breaking Stalin’s Nose, written and illustrated by
Eugene Yelchin, was named a 2012 Newbery Honor
Book. www.eugeneyelchin.com

Classes

dancergirl by Carol M. Tanzman,
a YA thriller published by HarlequinTeen, made the Crystal Kite
shortlist for the California/Hawaii
area. www.caroltanzman.com

Art Center College of Design Night Program
(626) 396-2319 or www.artcenter.edu/atnight
Otis College of Art and Design
310-665-6850, or 310-665-6950.
E-mail: otisce@otis.edu

Won Ton - A Cat Tale Told in Haiku,
written by Lee Wardlaw,
illustrated by Eugene Yelchin
(Holt, ages
4 and up) has received the
following awards/honors:
2012 Lee Bennett Hopkins
Poetry Award
2012 Los Angeles Book Festival
Best Children’s Book
Award
2012 Librarians’ Choices List
2012 ALSC Notable Children’s Books
2012 NCTE /CLA Notable Children’s Books in the
English Language Arts
Kite Tales

UCLA Extension Writers’ Program
www.uclaextension.edu/writers
As the largest and most comprehensive universityrelated writing program in the nation, the UCLA
Extension Writers’ Program equips new and practicing
writers with the tools they need to tell their stories and
to seek out publication and production. UCLA offers
more than 500 annual onsite and online writing courses
in writing, including writing for the youth market,
as well as fiction, memoir, personal essay, poetry,
playwriting, publishing, feature film, and television
writing. For more information: (310) 825-9415. To
enroll: (310) 825-9971 or (818) 784-7006.
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FROM THE BLOG OF A CHILDREN’S BOOK EDITOR

Definitions for the Perplexed
by Editorial Anonymous
Reprinted with permission
from http://editorialanonymous.blogspot.com
A Blog of a Children’s Book Editor

Sell-In and Sell-Through

at knowing what their clientele will like), but it’s not
a sure sign. In a returnable industry, all publishers have
had the experience of getting terrific sell-in only to
receive most of the books back in returns, because they
did not sell through.

Many would-be authors are under the quaint
misapprehension that all you have to do to get even the
most niche-audience books on bookstore shelves is to
publish it.

Sell-through refers to how well the stores have been
able to get books into the hands of consumers. Sellthrough (which is difficult to track, except through
unreliable Bookscan) means those books have really
sold, and are not coming back. We can go to the bank
with that money, instead of waiting around with it in
our hands, to see if the bookstore is going to demand it
back.

We know better, don’t we. Bookstores have limited
space, and that means two important things:
1. They aren’t going to keep anything in stock if it
isn’t selling.
2. They aren’t going to even try to stock something
they’re sure they can’t sell. (Yes, it’s possible they’re
wrong about that. Quel dommage.)

It’s a tough, tough business, and it’s only tougher these
days. Do everyone a favor and go buy a book, ok?

“You mean... bookstores refuse to stock a book?” you
say. “Isn’t that... censorship?”

Next time on Definitions for the Perplexed— Cloudy
with a Chance of Meaningless Terminology
http://editorialanonymous.blogspot.com/search/
label/publishing%20dictionary

No, it’s business. And bookstores are supposed to know
their clientele, and what will make an impression on
them and what won’t. (Also what will get them so het
up they’ll stop patronizing the store.)
Sell-in refers to how well the publisher has been able to
get books into stores. Good sell-in means retailers have
shown enthusiasm for the book and have ordered it in
approximately the quantities we had hoped--or better.

From Editorial Anonymous:“If you have questions, e-mail
them to editorialanonymous@hotmail.com, and I’ll try to
answer them. But seriously, don’t try to query me or submit to
me. I’m anonymous. If you submit to me or query me at this
e-mail address, I will use your letter/submission on the blog. Be
warned.”

Good sell-in is a promising sign of how the book will
do in bookstores (because bookstores are pretty good
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Writing Connections

EDITORIAL SERVICES
OF LOS ANGELES (ESOLA)

EDITORIAL SERVICES OF LOS ANGELES (ESOLA)
is devoted to helping writers make their work the best it can be.

EDITORIAL SERVICES OF LOS ANGELES
has been in business for over 20 years, and has helped many writers—
of both children’s and grown-up books—get published or improve their chances for publication.
ESOLA offers personalized, detailed services, everything from line editing to ghostwriting:
• Detailed line editing and critique letter
• Creative and publishing list development
• Proposal writing and editing
• Literary consultations
• Writing workshops

• Book doctoring
• Copy editing
• Ghost writing
• Proofreading

ESOLA can also help you craft a great query letter—
so include it if you want help with that as well!

LISA ROJANY BUCCIERI

EDITORIAL SERVICES OF LOS ANGELES

Email: EditorialServicesofLA@gmail.com
www.editorialservicesofLA.com
Lisa Rojany Buccieri is a publishing executive with over 20 years’ experience in the industry. Lisa has also written over 100
children’s books. She was lead author on Writing Children’s Books for Dummies (Wiley, 2005), and co-wrote the New York Times
bestseller, Fund Your Future (Berkley, 2002) with Julie Stav. Lisa’s latest comes this October: Surviving the Angel of Death:
The Story of a Mengele Twin at Auschwitz, with Eva Kor (Tanglewood Books). Her books have received various accolades,
such as reaching #1 on the Publishers Weekly Bestseller List two years in a row (Make Your Own Valentines, PSS/Putnam),
and winning the American Bookseller’s Pick of the List (Giant Animal Fold-Outs: Kangaroo & Company, PSS/Putnam).
Most recently, she spearheaded the Intervisual Books launch of their first grown-up publishing program for Spring
2007. She was the founding V.P. & Publisher of Americhip Books, a children’s book packaging company focusing on
adapting technologies such as light, sound, paper-engineering, and animation for books. Lisa has also been
Editorial/Publishing Director for Golden Books, PSS/Penguin Group, Intervisual Books, Gateway Learning Corp
(Hooked on Phonics), and others. She charges by the hour for her editorial services, depending on the length of the
manuscript or project. References available upon request.
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